
FUMC ESL 1-14-2019  Advanced Lesson Measurement Vocabulary

height- We use this word in a variety of ways. It can mean how tall someone or something is, 
how far above the ground something is, a time when something is strongest (at the height of her 
powers), or a high position (afraid of heights). Used as a verb the word "heighten" means to 
increase (heightened awareness of crime)

Read and explain the meaning of these sample sentences.
1.The mountain ridges vary in height from 4,000 to 6,000 ft.
2. During the height of the battle, soldiers were fighting on two fronts. At the height of the 
dotcom boom programmers were experiencing full employment.
3. Successful volleyball players are known for their great height.  The shelves were installed at 
the wrong height. Sunflowers can grow to a height of 6 feet.  The wall was over three meters in 
height.
4. Prices jumped to new heights due to the new tariffs.
5. The president's demands have heightened tension in the world.
6. Now that you have reached the dizzy heights of president, I suppose you won't speak to us 
common folk anymore.
7. He drew himself up to his full height and demanded the young thugs disperse.

length-This is a measurement of how long something is. Read and explain the examples.
1. The length of this room is thirty feet.
2. The length of our stay in this country has not yet been determined.
3. We had a lengthy discussion about what was and was not appropriate behavior.
4. We discussed his proposal at length.
5. We went to great lengths to please them.
6. Jay suffers from autism. He is extremely bright, but has a hard time relating to people. He is 
socially awkward and people often find his conversation odd and even humorous. Jay hates 
being laughed at and thus hold's everyone at arm's length, refusing to develop any friendships 
for fear of being mocked.
7. Can you lengthen this dress for me. It was originally my sister's and she is much shorter than 
I. When I wear it, it shows too much of my leg. 
8. Please fold the napkins lengthwise.

Discuss:
1-Who do you go to great lengths to please?
2-How would you make friends with someone like Jay, who tends to keep people at arm's 
length?
3-When you are buying a dress, is the length of the hem a big issue?  When I was a teen, my 
mother constantly encouraged me to lengthen my skirts. Did you have any arguments with 
parents about your clothing choices?



breadth-This word is synonymous with width. However, we use it in a way that we sometimes 
would not use width. For example, we talk about someone's breadth of knowledge or breadth of 
experience. It refers to a wide range of something. This use of the word is synonymous with 
"broad". EX: He had a broad understanding of economic principles. The breadth of his 
understanding was large.
Read and explain the examples.
1. He could see the entire length and breadth of the canyon.
2. Older workers have a greater breadth of knowledge than younger employees.

Discuss:
1. American culture is a culture that glorifies youth. Yet, the aging of the Baby Boom generation 
is driving up the median age to 37. Do you think this aging of Americans will drive changes in 
the culture?
2. Recently Apple lowered its earnings projections because the new iphones are not selling well. 
Many people think this is due to more older Americans in the population who don't feel the need 
to update their phones every two years as most young people do. Have you noticed any 
advertising directed to older people?
2. In some Middle East countries, such as Afghanistan, Yemen, Iraq and Syria, the median age 
is under 20. In Afghanistan the median age is 17. How does this effect the culture?

Measure Idioms: Read these sentences and explain the idioms in bold print.

1. People claim that you should take lots of vitamin C if you are coming down with a cold. But 
has anyone ever measured the effectiveness of that remedy?

2. Desperate times call for desperate measures.
3. A careful seamstress will measure twice and cut once.
4. My father loved my older brother. It was understandable because he was a star athlete and 

a top scholar. I, on the other hand, could never measure up.
5. We knew he was making good money when he started appearing in made to measure 

suits.
6. I know we have planned to drive back after the wedding, but just for good measure, I 

booked a hotel in case we were too tired to drive.
7. The success of the convention was due, in large measure, to the organizer.
8. His generosity knows no measure.
9. We took measures to prevent his leaving.
10. Our profit margin is not good when measured against our competitors.
11. The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 

convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.
12. Congress has refused to pass any measures to curtail gun ownership.


